WebQuest Technology as a Tool for the Formation of IT-Competence of Future Specialists
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Abstract—The article is devoted to one of the topical issues of the modern system of higher education associated with the introduction of innovative forms of education – the formation of IT-competence of future specialists. The basis of this competence is the knowledge about the functioning, structure of the information environment and the skills necessary to interact with it by modern means of information technology. The aim of the work is to analyze the effectiveness of the WebQuest technology as a new pedagogical model of learning, contributing to the formation of IT-competence of future specialists. The pedagogical experiment conducted among the 2nd year students allowed to check the possibility of using the WebQuest technology in teaching linguistic and cultural information in a language department, as well as to determine the effectiveness of web projects in teaching a second foreign language. The authors come to the conclusion that the use of the WebQuest technology in teaching foreign languages allows to intensify the time-limited learning process, clearly, quickly and structurally organize active research and creative activities of students, to consider the topics of linguistic and cultural nature, contribute to the formation of IT-competence of future specialists, thus contributing to the quality of education – the basis of sustainable economic development.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Our country is involved in the global process of transition of civilization to a new post-industrial stage of its development, characterized by the diversification of multi-level vocational education, changing the previously dominant technological forms of activity to new ones – information technology, where the main product is information. Therefore, the system of training specialists cannot remain unchanged, it must comply with the logic and content of innovative processes taking place in Russian society and industry.

The task of formation and development of IT-competence is very important for universities in the preparation of future specialists [1, 2]. The existing educational standards of higher education are based on the competence-based approach to training. The process of formation and development of professional competencies is considered as a means of achieving a new quality of education [3].

The basis of this competence is the knowledge about the functioning, structure of the information environment and the skills necessary to interact with it by modern means of information technology.

IT-competence is defined not only as an indicator of skills, abilities and knowledge that allow to quickly navigate in the global information space, but also as a certain experience in the evaluation, search, use and storage of data obtained with the help of modern information technologies, as the ability and readiness to solve practical and educational problems [4].

The analysis of the concept of IT-competence allows to draw a conclusion about the connection of this competence with project activities.

One of the forms of project activity on the basis of modern Internet technologies is the WebQuest technology, which is based on not very difficult, but problematic tasks [5]. Webquest is a web-task, which is a scenario of organization of project activities of students on any topic using Internet
resources and involves working with a large amount of material, research activities and critical understanding of information [6, 7]. Modern Internet technologies of the second generation (Web 2.0) allow users not only to find and download information, but also to work together and place new information on the network, create an open, interactive educational information environment.

The aim of the work is to analyze the effectiveness of the web quest technology as a new pedagogical model of learning, contributing to the formation of IT-competence of future specialists.

According to this goal, the following structure of the study was built:

1) an analyze of the scientific literature on the issue: studying of the concept of “Web Quest” and the structure of this technology; 2) experimentally verifying the pedagogical effectiveness of the proposed learning technology; 3) an assessment of the effectiveness of the WebQuest technology in teaching foreign languages.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW AND RESEARCH METHODS

A. Research methods

In order to solve the tasks the following methods were used:

- theoretical (study and analysis of linguistic, methodological and psychological-pedagogical literature in order to determine the scientific basis of the study);
- empirical (monitoring of educational activities of students in the process of teaching the second foreign language, conducting surveys, questionnaires, testing students);
- organizational (conducting a pedagogical experiment);
- methods of data processing (analysis and processing of data obtained during the study);
- interpretation (presentation of the research results).

B. Literature review

In recent decades, IT-competence is considered one of the most key characteristics in the training of future professionals in vocational education and is studied by many scientists.

The theoretical and methodological basis of the study on the formation of IT-competence were the works of prominent scientists on the following issues: 1) the concept of competence-based approach to professional training [8, 9, 10, 11, etc.]; 2) the development of virtual educational space [12, 13, 14, etc.]; 3) e-learning technologies are presented in the studies of [15, 16, 17, 18, etc.].

The features of the web-quest technology are covered in the works of Aydin S [5], Kazakova O P, Klyoster A M [6], Dodge B [19, 20], March T [21, 22], Perez Torres I [23], Asunka S [24], Stetter M E, Hughes M T [25], Bahć M Ž [26], Polly D & Ausband L [27], etc.

The term WebQuest was first proposed in the summer of 1995 by Bernie Dodge, a professor of educational technology at the University of San Diego (USA) [7]. The author developed innovative Internet applications for integration into the educational process when teaching various subjects at different levels of education. Web quests can cover a single problem, a subject, a topic, or be cross-subject.

B. Dodge identifies three principles for the classification of web quests:

1) By the duration of the implementation: short-term and long-term.
2) On the subject content: mono- and interdisciplinary.
3) By the type of tasks performed by students: retelling tasks, compilation tasks, mystery tasks, journalistic tasks, design tasks, creative product tasks, consensus building tasks, persuasion tasks, self-knowledge tasks, analytical tasks, judgment tasks, scientific tasks [7].

The task is the most important part of the WebQuest. It is the main purpose of the student's work on the project, it directs the actions of the quest participants and encourages them to perform the tasks laid down in the project by its creator – the teacher [19]. A good task should be feasible and fun, encourage students to think and improve themselves [7]. The development of WebQuests is based on the technology of project training in order to attach students to independent research, creative activity.

Based on the work of B. Dodge “Some thoughts about WebQuest”, we can distinguish some structural elements of the WebQuest:

1. An introduction that creates a base and provides some background information;
2. A task that is feasible and interesting;
3. A set of information sources required to complete a task.
4. Description of the process of students' activities, which they must carry out to solve the task. The process of activity should be broken down into clearly described steps;
5. Some recommendations on how to organize the information obtained on the Internet;
6. A conclusion made by students at the end of a search; a generalization of what they have learned [7].

As criteria for evaluating a web quest, B. Dodge advises to use: originality of the work, its research character, quality of argumentation, manifestation of the ability to work in a group, quality of written text, quality of oral presentation (presentation), etc. [20].

Description of various educational WebQuests [5, 6, 22, 23, 25, 26] allows to distinguish among them, first of all, gaming and research. Game WebQuests can be educational in nature, as they contribute to gain with a certain set of language knowledge. They are aimed at junior students, the form of information is playful. Research WebQuests, on the contrary, allow to carry out deepening of the knowledge studied by students, i.e. focused only on one category of students, namely
those who are well motivated and committed to knowledge portfolio. They may cover the content of a single learning problem that is narrow or, conversely, involve knowledge from different areas. By inviting students to select roles and act them, you can create additional motivation for the WebQuest.

WebQuest forms can also be different. Here are the most popular:

1. Creating a database on the problem, all sections of which are prepared by students.
2. Creating a microcosm in which students can move around with hyperlinks to simulate physical space.
3. Writing an interactive story (students can choose options for continuing work; for this, each time two or three possible directions are indicated).
4. Creation of a document analyzing any complex problem and inviting students to agree or disagree with the opinion of the authors.
5. Online interview with a virtual character. Answers and questions are developed by students who have deeply studied this person. This work option is best proposed not to individual students, but to a mini-group that receives a general grade (which other students and the teacher give) for their work [5].

Teachers note that the main functions of quests in the educational process are: general motivational – provides motivation for educational and cognitive activities of participants due to the freedom of creativity of everyone within the collective work, simple and transparent assessment criteria (clear) to them; educational – fill the content of the discipline with a variety of material through the use of Internet resources according to the leading didactic principles (visibility, accessibility, cultural relevance, scientific, age, individual characteristics of participants, relevance and news information); developing – provides the development of cognitive, mental activity, subjective position of participants, their communicative and information competence through group work, self-presentation skills, general reflection and the like [5, 8, 26].

Foreign researchers argue that quests are an effective means of developing the communicative qualities of students, as well as those who choose individual forms of work to participate in quests, gladly participated in group quests and received positive impressions from teamwork [19, 24, 27, 28].

Full communication at the intercultural level, as it is known, involves not only the ability to build one's speech behavior in accordance with the norms of the language being studied, but also the knowledge of the country of the target language, i.e. the possession of background knowledge. When studying the second foreign language socio-cultural and regional geographic aspects become more relevant due to the lack of classroom hours devoted to the study of culture and realities of the country of the second language – German. In this regard, in the practical classes of the second foreign language, the WebQuest technology within the project method was used for the study of certain topics closely related to linguistic and cultural information about the countries of the studied language – Germany, Austria and Switzerland.

Below is an example of using the WebQuest technology on the example of the topic “Deutschland von Stadt zu Stadt” and the course of the experimental training of second-year students of the language department of Kazan Federal University (branch in Naberezhnye Chelny).

The main objectives of the experiment were the following:

1) to check the possibility of using the WebQuest technology in teaching linguistic and cultural information in a language department;
2) to determine the effectiveness of web projects in teaching a second foreign language.

Diagnosis and assessment of the level of formation of foreign language socio-cultural competence of students in the experiment was carried out by testing and questioning students. The objects of control were the knowledge of background vocabulary, country knowledge, information relevant to the theme of the project, as well as the motivation of students to study a second foreign language and the use of computer technology in the study of foreign languages and cultures.

For the experiment we have chosen 2 groups – 4 subgroups of second-year students (total number – 49 students). For the experiment, we created a medium-term (10 days) WebQuest on the topic "Deutschland von Stadt zu Stadt".

All subgroups were divided into eight competing subgroups of 6 people.

Each subgroup received the same task and had to complete it within the prescribed period – 10 days. The work was to be carried out by students independently and out-of-class, and the role of the teacher at this stage was limited to control and advisory actions.

Our WebQuest was made in accordance with the scheme described in paragraph 3, and consisted of six main sections:

1) Introduction;
2) Task;
3) Description of the process of working on a quest and guidelines for the organization of the information obtained (Process);
4) Resources – links to the thematic sites selected by the teacher;
5) Scheme of evaluation of the results of student work (Evaluation);
6) Conclusion.

According to the “legend”, the students were employees of a large travel company and had to prepare for a major client who, due to insufficient time, could visit only two cities in Germany, the best report with a presentation telling about the sights and interesting facts of the chosen city.
In the “task” section, each subgroup was given a strategic task in 10 days to learn as much as possible about the sights and interesting facts of the city (which was determined by drawing lots for each subgroup) and talk about this in a report with electronic multimedia presentation made in the Microsoft Power Point program. The major client (teacher), in turn, had to name two cities to which he decided to go, and the winning groups.

Students, using links to the thematic sites offered by the teacher, had to prepare information and present it at the final lesson within the specified time. Each member of the subgroup was assigned a specific topic by the teacher to search for information: famous buildings, famous people born in the city, interesting facts, the history of the city, etc. The pages were deliberately not classified by content, which made it necessary for each member of the group, regardless of the role assigned to him, to view and process all the information related to the theme of the WebQuest, and not be limited only to his narrow task.

III. RESULTS

The result of the study was the development of linguistically-cultural WebQuest projects on the topics included in the program of the practical course of the second foreign language, the testing of which in practice showed high efficiency of their use in the formation of linguistic-cultural knowledge of students-linguists.

During the experiment, it was found that the main results of the use of WebQuests in teaching a foreign language and culture are: 1) improving the level of knowledge of the realities of culture, traditions, habits and customs of the people of the country of the studied language; 2) increasing the vocabulary of students through linguo-cultural vocabulary; 3) increasing the motivation of students to study a foreign language culture; 4) increasing the motivation of students to use computer technology in their educational activities, thus contributing to the formation of IT-competence.

Observation of students showed that work with the use of the Internet is performed by students with great enthusiasm and high motivation. Tasks that in the traditional performance might seem boring and uninteresting to students, acquire a new attractive coloring in integrating them with modern information technologies. Keep your text and graphic files separate until after the text has been formatted and styled. Do not use hard tabs, and limit use of hard returns to only one return at the end of a paragraph. Do not add any kind of pagination anywhere in the paper. Do not number text headings—the template will do that for you.

IV. DISCUSSION

Evaluation of the quality of the project was carried out according to the following criteria: 1) the degree of cooperation shown within the subgroup: 0-2 points - small, 3-6 - medium, 7-10 - good; 2) the use of additional materials not presented in the “Resources” section: 0 points – no, 2 – little, 3 – enough; 3) the quality of oral speech: 0-2 points – a lot of grammatical errors, poor pronunciation, no valuable information about cultural realities, 3-6 points – a few mistakes, average pronunciation, little information about cultural realities, 7-10 points – good performance in all three parameters; 4) quality of multimedia presentation: 0-2 points – no valuable cultural facts, few illustrations, 3-6 points – there are some cultural facts of interest, there are interesting illustrations, 7-10 – the presentation showed effective creative work of the group, rich in multimedia information illustrating cultural realities.

The results of the evaluations of the eight groups against the above criteria are presented in the figure below. With a maximum score of 33, the groups showed sufficient quality results of the task (max. – 31 points, min. – 23 points). The reports of groups 3 and 8 (Magdeburg and Bremen) were rated as the best.

![Fig. 1. The results of the evaluations of the projects of the eight groups](image)

In order to assess the identification of the effectiveness of testing the WebQuest technology, a survey was conducted.

The developed questionnaire included 6 points aimed at studying students' opinions the WebQuest technology, which were compiled using the Likert scale. The Likert scale was first proposed in 1932 by the American expert in the fields of organizational psychology and management Rensis Likert. This scale was developed by him during his postgraduate studies at Columbia University. Since then, this scale has been widely used to measure the attitude of respondents to the subject of the study. This method assumes that the respondent expresses his agreement or disagreement with each judgment (from the proposed set).

The “classical” Likert scale has 5 points. Ratings on the Likert scale can be expressed in categories of consent, frequency, importance, quality, etc., for example: (5) Strongly agree – (4) Agree – (3) Neutral attitude – (2) Disagree – (1) Strongly disagree; (5) Always – (4) Very often – (3) Sometimes – (2) Rarely – (1) Never; (4) Very important – (3) important – (2) To some extent important – (1) Unimportant; (5) Very good – (4) Good – (3) Acceptable – (2) Bad – (1) Very bad [13, 14]. In our study, students were required to evaluate the effectiveness of the inverted learning methods relative to the traditional method of learning, and also to express an opinion on the readiness to continue training in this new way. In the questionnaire, it was proposed to express their agreement or disagreement with the proposed statements on a 5-point scale of the following content: 1 – point meant “completely disagree”; 2 – “partially disagree”; 3 – “it is
difficult to say, agree or disagree”); 4 –“partially agree”; 5 – “fully agree”. All 20 students of the experimental group participated in the survey. Due to the small number of participants, it was decided not to carry out statistical processing of the results of these questions, compiled using the Likert scale, presenting them in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS OF THE SURVEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Statements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The learning process for previous lessons on the “WebQuest” technology was more effective than the traditional method (reading the texts on the lesson and discussing them).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The preparation of the report and presentation as part of testing the “WebQuest” technology required more time than was provided by the teacher.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The use of the “WebQuest” technology motivates to better assimilation of the material due to the ability to use additional Internet sources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The “WebQuest” technology allows you to learn the material better than the traditional method of learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I liked the “WebQuest” technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would like to continue learning the “WebQuest” technology in the future.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general, students are quite positive about the new method of teaching, noting the higher efficiency of classes on the WebQuest technology. Diligent students noted that the preparation for classes by the method of “WebQuest” requires more time. More than half of the participants in the experiment assessed their diligence by putting “good”, using more time. Many of the participants really worked on it with great enthusiasm and high motivation. Many of the students expressed their wishes to the teachers, often engage in such activities.

The WebQuest technology has shown its effectiveness in the short-term pedagogical impact on the experimental groups.

V. CONCLUSION

Thus, the use of the WebQuest technology in teaching foreign languages allows to intensify the time-limited learning process, clearly, quickly and structurally organize active research and creative activities of students, to consider the topics of linguistic and cultural nature, contribute to the formation of IT-competence of future specialists, thus contributing to the quality of education – the basis of sustainable economic development. In addition, the WebQuest technology makes the educational process more diverse, lively and efficient.

WebQuest is a unique opportunity to use the World Wide Web for teaching and learning. WebQuest allows students to make discoveries, increases self-confidence, and awakens interest and self-esteem of students.
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